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MACRO UPDATE: TURKEY, ITALY, ESTONIA 

Berenberg Macro Flash 

 
TURKEY ELECTIONS: ERDOGAN REAPS THE REWARDS 

Since Recip Tayyib Erdogan took over as Prime Minister of Turkey in 2003, the economy has been growing by nearly 5% a 

year on average and is now two-thirds larger in national currency real terms. In purchasing-power-adjusted terms, the per-

formance is even more impressive, with GDP more than doubled and per-capita output more than 80% higher. The majori-

ty of Turks seem to credit their leader with this performance and reward him in elections. This weekend, Erdogan won the 

presidential elections with 52% of the votes in the first round, meaning he will move up to the so far largely ceremonial role 

of President. However, more and more international observers have criticised Erdogan’s style of leadership in recent years 

and the opposition has been galvanised by the Gezi park protests in Istanbul since last year. The protests and Erdogan’s 

hard line in response could undermine political stability going forward, in particular as Erdogan will try to upgrade his new 

post. But given his economic track record and the serious instability in Turkey’s vicinity, Erdogan’s election should boost 

stability in the short-term. 

 

EUROZONE: ITALY’S FISCAL COMMITMENT, ESTONIA GROWING 

Italy has many problems, but its fiscal performance is not one of them. In an FT interview this weekend, the prime minister 

Matteo Renzi, renewed the government’s commitment to not breach the Eurozone’s budget deficit limit of 3% this year 

despite the economy returning to mild recession in the first half of the year. Growth in the second half of 2014 and very low 

borrowing costs could make that target achievable, highlighting the fiscal progress Italy has made since Monti’s tax hikes 

and spending cuts of 2012. Remaining below the threshold has two advantages: it would boost Renzi’s credibility in Brussels 

and Berlin and avoid potential penalty procedures. That might prove important in allowing Renzi to accompany the crucial 

labour market reforms with some fiscal sweeteners such as tax cuts or arrear pay-offs if necessary. After winning an im-

portant vote on political reform in the Senate last week, Renzi remains on track to get some serious changes implemented in 

Italian politics and the economy. Getting more people to work and the economy growing a bit faster would address Italy’s 

real problems, which are weak demographics and low trend growth. 

 

Ahead of most important Eurozone countries publishing second quarter GDP growth figures on Thursday, Estonia report-

ed an expansion by 0.5% qoq in Q2, ending a two-quarter recession. Estonia may well be among the fastest-growing econ-

omies in the Eurozone again, with only Spain surpassing it of those which have published data so far. Given Estonia’s expo-

sure to Russia, output is likely to remain under pressure in the coming quarters. But like its neighbour Latvia, the country 

has emerged stronger from previous crises such as the Russian crisis of 1998 or its largely homemade overheating crisis of 

2007/2008. Small, flexible and open economies can adjust rapidly and bounce back from crises more swiftly than larger 

countries such as most of those currently suffering from the consequences of the euro crisis. Of the euro crisis countries, 

Cyprus with its flexible labour looks the most likely to experience a Baltic-style rebound. 
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